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Abstract—The term “amyloids” refers to fibrillar protein aggregates with cross-β structure. They have been a subject of
intense scrutiny since the middle of the previous century. First, this interest is due to association of amyloids with dozens of
incurable human diseases called amyloidoses, which affect hundreds of millions of people. However, during the last decade
the paradigm of amyloids as pathogens has changed due to an increase in understanding of their role as a specific variant of
quaternary protein structure essential for the living cell. Thus, functional amyloids are found in all domains of the living
world, and they fulfill a variety of roles ranging from biofilm formation in bacteria to long-term memory regulation in higher eukaryotes. Prions, which are proteins capable of existing under the same conditions in two or more conformations at
least one of which having infective properties, also typically have amyloid features. There are weighty reasons to believe that
the currently known amyloids are only a minority of their real number. This review provides a retrospective analysis of stages
in the development of amyloid biology that during the last decade resulted, on one hand, in reinterpretation of the biological role of amyloids, and on the other hand, in the development of systems biology of amyloids, or amyloidomics.
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AMBIGUITY OF THE CONCEPT “AMYLOID”
Although amyloids are under study in hundreds of
laboratories throughout the world, up to now there is no
conventional concept of “amyloid”. Mainly, this is
because earlier researchers in this field considered as
amyloid only extracellular fibrillar protein inclusions
(most frequently pathological ones) that are formed in
human and animal tissues [1, 2]. In some cases, this point
of view is still used [3, 4].
Later, researchers ceased to regard the amyloid
localization as of paramount importance, but on accumulation of data paid more attention to structural features of amyloid fibrils. From this standpoint, amyloids
can be determined as non-branching protein fibrils consisting of monomers linked mainly due to hydrogen bonds
between β-strands of intermolecular β-sheets arranged
perpendicularly to the lateral axis of a fibril. This variant
of fibril structure is usually named “cross-β” [5]. βSheets of an amyloid fibril can be arranged in parallel and
in the register (similar amino acids of neighboring βstrands are one above the other and are bound with
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

hydrogen bonds) [6-8]. Such arrangement of β-sheets is
inherent in many amyloids, but not in all. Thus, among
fibrils formed by a mutant variant of the human amyloid
β-peptide (1-40 a.a.), there are fibrils with both parallel
and antiparallel orientation of β-strands [9, 10], whereas
some short amyloidogenic peptides form fibrils with
antiparallel β-sheets [11, 12]. Fibrils of the infectious
amyloid prion protein HET-s of the ascomycetes
Podospora anserina seem to display a specific arrangement called β-solenoid [13]. Thus, scrupulous analysis of
amyloid fibrils formed by different proteins reveals their
structural heterogeneity, but it allows us to conclude that
the cross-β structure is really a universal feature. It should
be noted that the organization of amyloid fibrils is more
complicated because they consist not of one but of several protofilaments laterally bound between themselves with
hydrogen bonds. The protofilaments can be arranged not
linearly but twisted helically [14, 15].
Another determination of amyloids is based not on
their structure but on their unique physical features. First,
true amyloid fibrils bind Congo Red stain, which has an
affinity for β-sheets [16, 17] that results in apple-green
birefringence in polarized light [18]. Second, protein
aggregates analyzed for the presence of amyloid features
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Scheme illustrating the key discoveries in amyloid biology, as well as association of these discoveries with the number and functions of known amyloids. a) Vertical arrows indicate trends in the
development of amyloid biology, and horizontal arrows indicate the dates and key events; b) changes in the distribution of identified amyloids according to their functional and pathogenic role.
Prions are shown as a separate group, and their number is given considering those with amyloid features not described; c) distribution of identified amyloids according to systematics. Groups of
prokaryotes and eukaryotes are indicated, and human amyloids are shown separately
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are to have fibrillar structure and demonstrate characteristic cross-β pattern at two-dimensional X-ray diffraction
[19]. Amyloid can also be determined as a fibrillar protein
aggregate demonstrating cross-β pattern in X-ray diffraction analysis and birefringence in polarized light on staining with Congo Red, although this determination
describes not the cause but the consequence: these two
features of amyloid are due to their cross-β structure.
There are also other specific features inherent in at least a
sufficient number of known amyloids (some amyloids
have not been analyzed for the presence of these features). The most important features are the resistance of
amyloid aggregates to ionic detergents [20-22] and also
their ability to bind fluorescent stains, thioflavin-T [2325] and -S [26]. In total, the determination of amyloid as
a fibrillar protein aggregate with the cross-β structure is
the most adequate and reflecting the causal relationship.
There is no doubt that amyloids are important for
medicine as lethal pathogens, some of which are also
infectious. Moreover, some discoveries, especially those
of the last decade, led to a complete reinterpretation of
their biological role. Amyloids are now considered not
only as lethal pathogens, but also as a variant of protein
quaternary structure that is required in some cases for
realizing key biological functions.
This review presents a retrospective analysis of the
main stages and events in amyloid biology that within the
last decade resulted, on one hand, in the understanding of
their functional significance and, on the other hand,
established a basis for appearance of systems biology of
amyloids, or amyloidomics. The main discoveries
described in this work, as well as their association with the
number and functions of known amyloids, are shown in
the figure. Data on the biological diversity of pathologic
and functional amyloids and of prions are summarized,
respectively, in Tables 1-3.

PATHOANATOMIC DESCRIPTION
OF AMYLOIDOSES
(FROM XIX CENTURY UNTIL PRESENT)
Pathological changes in internal organs caused by
some amyloidoses have been known for a very long time.
Thus, according to Robert Kyle [27], an amyloidosisaffected organ seems to be first described in 1639 in the
book Responsionum et Curationum Medicinalium written
by the physician and dramatist Nicolao Fontano (his true
name was Fonteyn) [28]. Fontano described the autopsy
of a teenager whose spleen was strongly increased in volume and contained large white inclusions. Somewhat
later, Thomas Bartholin reported the autopsy of a woman
whose spleen was so changed that it was difficult to cut it
with a knife, and the cutting was accompanied by a sound
similar to that on sawing wood [27, 29]. Antoine Portal
was probably the first who reported about liver amyloidoBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 9 2015
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sis (1789) [27], and in 1842 Carl Rokitansky found that
patients with syphilis, tuberculosis, or mercuric poisoning
could have their liver greatly enlarged because of infiltration with a gray substance (“waxy” liver) [30].
Manifestations of some amyloidoses, especially of
neurodegenerative ones, are also known for a long time.
One of the first reliably described amyloidoses is scrapie,
a lethal infectious neurodegenerative amyloidosis of
sheep caused by PrPSc, which is an amyloid isoform of the
prion protein PrP. Schneider et al. analyzed the history of
the description of this disease [31] and found that the first
available work mentioning scrapie was published in 1772
[32]. In this work, it was said that scrapie was known in
England for 40 years, i.e. from 1732. However, no bibliography study known to us mentioned a work of 1732.
Nevertheless, Schneider thinks [31] that scrapie was
known in Germany long before 1772, but not to biologists
and physicians, but to “ökonomen”, i.e. to farmers and
landlords, who made efforts to conceal from purchasers
the presence of this disease in their flocks and also unsuccessfully attempted to find out its cause. In addition to
Schneider, many authors reported that scrapie was
described in the XVII [33] and even in the XV [34] centuries (but without concrete references). There is also the
most intriguing hypothesis of R. Wickner: he supposed
that scrapie was known in ancient China more than 2000
years ago [35]. Wickner proposed this hypothesis after
analyzing a hieroglyph that meant “pruritus”, which
seemed to consist of three parts (disease, sheep, and just
pruritus) [36]. However, this interesting hypothesis was
met negatively by Chinese researchers, who reported that
all hieroglyphs had changed with time and their present
meaning did not correlate with the ancient one.
Moreover, the component treated by Wickner as “sheep”
is really a phonetic one and does not have any sense [36].
Thus, it can be asserted that symptoms of prion amyloidoses in animals were reliably described in the third quarter of the XVIII century. Similar human diseases, first of
all Kuru, were described only in the middle of the XX
century [37].
The term “amyloid” (starch-like) is a derivative of
Latin “amylum” and Greek “amylon” (starch); this term
was initially introduced by M. Schleiden in 1838 for
describing starch conglomerates normally present in
plant cells [38]. R. Virchow in 1854 [39] found that inclusions of the “waxy” liver could be stained with iodine similarly to starch (the reaction was discovered in 1814 by
Colin and de Claubry) [40]. Therefore, in his further
works Virchow called these deposits amyloids, considering them starch derivatives [38]. But, already in 1859
Freidrich and Kekule showed that amyloids did not contain a substance chemically similar to starch or cellulose
but were enriched with nitrogen and were protein-like [1,
38]. However, until the end of his life, Virchow considered amyloids to be polysaccharides [41]. Now it is
known that amyloid inclusions isolated from mammalian
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tissues, in addition to the major fibrillar protein component, also contain proteoglycans [42] and glycosaminoglycans [43, 44], which is an explanation of their stainability with iodine.
Thus, pathoanatomical and histological studies on
amyloids were not only the first and basic stage in the
development of the biology of amyloids, but were also
actively used later, already in the XX century, and are used
up to now, resulting in detection of about 30 amyloids
pathologic to human [3] (Table 1). Significant progress in
this line of studies has been contributed by introduction
of some approaches for detecting amyloids, biochemical
methods of their isolation and purification, as well as
studies on the structure of amyloid fibrils, which will be
considered below.

DEVELOPMENT OF HISTOCHEMICAL
METHODS FOR DETECTION OF AMYLOIDS
(FROM 1922 UNTIL PRESENT)
After the discovery that amyloid inclusions could be
stained with iodine, investigations by light microscopy
were developed very intensively. At that time, a test proving the amyloid nature of a studied protein inclusion was
extremely required. In 1922, H. Bennhold [16] found that
amyloid could bind the stain Congo Red. The exact
mechanism of this binding is still unclear, but it results in
apple-green birefringence in polarized light [17] that was
first shown by Divry and Florkin in 1927 [18]. Bennhold’s
method improved in 1962 by Putchler [45] allowed
researchers to easily diagnose amyloidoses on histological
sections. Now Congo Red binding is a main test for the
amyloid nature of protein aggregates. The sensitivity of
this method can be increased by analyzing the autofluorescence of Congo Red [46, 47].
Interesting modifications of the application of
Congo Red were developed later, these providing the primary classification of amyloid inclusions due to differential staining. Thus, a preliminary autoclaving of tissue
specimens for 30 min at 120°C results in the loss of the
affinity of amyloid-A for Congo Red [48], and increasing
the autoclaving duration to 120 min results in a similar
effect in amyloids formed by the immunoglobulin light
chain [48]; some other amyloids are sensitive to treatment
with potassium permanganate [49] or with alkaline guanidine [50].
Metachromatic stains, such as Methyl Violet and
Crystal Violet [51], Toluidine Blue, etc. [2], were also
proposed for staining amyloid inclusions. Thus, Crystal
Violet stains red some amyloids, whereas the adjacent tissues remain blue. Unfortunately, these methods have low
sensitivity and specificity, which prevented their wide
application [52].
In addition to Congo Red, fluorescent stains
thioflavin-T [23-25] and -S [26] became widely used. The

binding of thioflavin-T with amyloid fibrils is accompanied by a red shift of the emission spectrum, and the
binding of thioflavin-S is accompanied by an increase in
its fluorescence [53]. Staining with thioflavin-S gives
rather high background fluorescence, and therefore it is
usually applied for staining amyloid inclusions on histological preparations but not for a widely used quantitative
analysis of the in vitro kinetics of amyloid fibril formation.
For such experiments Congo Red [54] or thioflavin-T are
used [55]. Thioflavin-T is nearly a universal stain for
amyloids, although with some amyloids it binds rather
poorly [56].
Later, from the 1980s, methods for immunodetection of amyloid were actively developed. Antibodies were
prepared to the majority of known pathologic amyloids,
which resulted in more effective diagnosis of amyloidoses
[57]. Along this line, there is an interesting attempt to
create “conformational” antibodies [58] and oligonucleotide DNA-aptamers [59] that would be able to distinguish not a sequence of a definite protein, but all or the
majority of proteins in amyloid conformation. These
approaches were shown to be effective for detection of
certain amyloids, but it is too soon to speak about their
universality.
Thus, the spectrum of amyloid detection methods
based on specific binding with definite compounds is very
large, and this trend is under continuous active development. New effective stains appear [60, 61], as well as
modes of their use for subsequent identification of amyloids. In particular, there is an approach for visualization
of amyloid inclusion on a histological section by staining
with Congo Rot or another stain, the cutting this inclusion with a microdissection microscope, and the identification of the molecular composition by mass spectrometry [62]. However, this method can only be used for identification of amyloids that form sufficiently large inclusions, thus limiting its application.

STRUCTURAL STUDIES ON AMYLOIDS
(FROM 1959 UNTIL PRESENT)
Binding of the same stains by different amyloid
inclusions suggested a structural similarity of the amyloids. The first data confirming this hypothesis were
obtained in 1959 in a classic work of Cohen and Calkins,
who used electron microscopy for studies on amyloids
[63]. They investigated amyloid inclusions from histological preparations of various tissues and organs and showed
that all they were formed by filaments (or fibrils) 75100 Å in thickness and 1000-16,000 Å in length [63].
Then a model of a filament consisting of several protein
strands, protofilaments [1, 64], was proposed, which was
general for that time. These protofilaments had about
30 Å diameter and were linked to each other along the
lateral axis, forming a tubular structure, a filament.
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 9 2015
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Filaments can join as a pile and form a fibril. Thus, three
levels of the amyloid organization can be determined:
protofilament, filament, and fibril [65]. At present, the
terminology is slightly confused because the modern concept of fibril often corresponds to the filament concept in
the old works.
Introduction of in vitro approaches was the next step
in studies on amyloid structures. Improvement of purification methods (see next section) allowed researchers to
isolate from tissues amyloid fibrils and study their structure on the molecular level. First, it was important to
demonstrate that amyloids retained the fibrillar structure
upon their isolation from tissues and that their structure
could be analyzed in vitro [66]. Then, X-ray diffraction
was introduced, which allowed researchers to begin study
on secondary structure (i.e. arrangement of the β-sheets)
of protein molecules in amyloid fibrils [5, 67-69]. As a
result, a common secondary cross-β structure was
revealed in all studied amyloids, with scattering signals of
about 4.7 Å (corresponded to distance between neighbor
β-strands in a β-sheet) and of about 10 Å (corresponded
to distance between β-sheets) [14]. Later, it became clear
that studies on the fine structure of amyloids were rather
difficult because they did not crystallize and were poorly
soluble. This prevented application of X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance approaches [7].
Nevertheless, studies by cryoelectron microscopy confirmed that protofilaments formed amyloid fibrils and
showed that protofilaments: (i) were arranged not linearly, but twisted along the lateral axis, and (ii) fibrils could
be formed by different numbers of protofilaments, and
their binding to each other could vary significantly [7073]. Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance not requiring
the studied object to be crystallized was another qualitative step in the study of amyloid structure on the atomic
level. Using this method, detailed structural models were
designed for some amyloids, and the arrangement of βsheets was shown to be parallel and in register [11, 13, 7476].
Amyloids are a rather heterogeneous group at the
tertiary structure level: various amyloids were shown to
have parallel and antiparallel arrangement of β-sheets [9,
10], as well as β-solenoid organization [13]. It seems that
there is no common tertiary structure of amyloid, but a
number of different structures can exist, some of which
have been modeled recently in the work of Smaoui et al.
[77]. It is also necessary to return to the yet unclear problem considered in the work of Inoue et al. [78], who compared by electron microscopy the organization of amyloid
fibrils in situ with the data obtained earlier in vitro [78].
They concluded that formation of amyloid inclusions in
situ occur with involvement of chondroitin sulfate and
heparan sulfate, which are likely to change the structure
of fibrils. Thus, structural data obtained in vitro seem to
unable to completely characterize the picture of amyloid
fibril organization in vivo. This problem can only be
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 9 2015
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solved with development of new and better approaches to
analyzing the structure of amyloids.

BIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF AMYLOIDS
(FROM 1964 UNTIL PRESENT)
Progress in biochemical purification and analysis of
amyloids is closely associated with their ordered structure
are responsible for their unique features. Amyloid fibrils
are insoluble in salt solutions. This feature was used for
isolation and purification of fibrils using differential centrifugation [79], which was the first approach for extracting amyloids. A method of aqueous extraction, or the
Pras method [66], was proposed already in 1968. With this
method, amyloids are initially separated from proteins
soluble in salt solutions through precipitation by differential centrifugation and then separated from insoluble proteins by suspending with subsequent centrifugation in
aqueous solution to retain amyloids in the supernatant
fraction [66]. By this method, it was shown that amyloids
could be formed by various proteins [80-84]. In 1971, the
first sequences of amyloid-producing proteins were identified in the works of Glenner et al. [80] and Benditt et al.
[81] as a fragment of the immunoglobulin light chain and
amyloid-A, respectively, and just from that year the study
on amyloids as specific proteins began.
The following very important stage in the biochemical characterization of amyloids was the detection of their
insolubility in some protein-denaturing agents, such as
ionic detergents (sodium dodecyl sulfate [85]), chaotropic agents, formic acid, guanidine chloride [86], and also
of their resistance to proteinases [87, 88]. The resistance
to sodium dodecyl sulfate of amyloid β-peptide causing
Alzheimer’s disease was used for its isolation and identification [86]. A similar resistance of PrPSc amyloid to proteinase K allowed Bolton et al. to identify it as an agent of
infectious neurodegenerative human and animal amyloidoses [89]. In fact, the variety of now existing methods for
isolation and purification of amyloids can be reduced to
two main modes, which are used either together or separately: differential centrifugation, and treatment with different protein-denaturing agents.
Among the relatively new approaches, semi-denaturing detergent agarose gel electrophoresis (SDD-AGE)
should be noted [21]. This approach also includes the
treatment of amyloids with ionic detergents, which were
shown to dissociate amyloid fibrils to oligomers. These
oligomers enter agarose gel and can be visualized, in particular with antibodies. An important advantage of this
method is the possibility of evaluating the size of the amyloid oligomers [21, 90]. The SDD-AGE method with
subsequent additional separation by two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis allows researchers to analyze not only
amyloids themselves, but also proteins involved in their
aggregates [91].
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Table 1. Pathological amyloids
Amyloid

Protein/gene

Pathology
and localization
in human

Function of structural
protein normally

Species
with detected
amyloids

Year

Reference

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

human, mouse, cat,
cow, dog, duck

1971

[81]

human, cat, horse

1975

[146]

human

1976

[147]

AA*

serum amyloid A/SAA

all organs except
the central nervous
system

apolipoprotein

AL

immunoglobulin light
chain

primary or myeloma-associated

immunoglobulin
component

ACal

calcitonin/CALCA,
mutant

thyroid gland
tumors

hormone, decreases
the Ca2+ amount

ATTR

transthyretin/TTR

hereditary or senile,
systemic

hormone delivery

human,
Chlorocebus
pygerythrus

1978

[83]

ACys

cystatin-C/CST3,
mutant

peripheral nervous
system, skin,
hereditary

cysteine protease
inhibitor

human

1983

[148]

Aβ2M

β2-microglobulin/β2M

joints

the main histocompatibility complex component

human

1985

[149]

AIAPP

amylin/IAPP

Langerhans islets,
insulinomas

hormone, regulation
of carbohydrate
metabolism

human, cat,
raccoon
(Procyon lotor)

1986

[150]

Aβ

amyloid-β precursor
protein/APP

Alzheimer’s disease

unknown, regulation of
synapse formation

human, dog, sheep,
glutton

1986

[86]

AANF

atrial sodium-uretic
factor/ANF

atria

hormone-vasodilator

human

1987

[151]

AApoAI

apolipoprotein
AI/ApoAI

various organs,
hereditary

apolipoprotein

human, dog

1988

[152]

AIns

insulin/INS

iatrogenic (local
injection)

hormone, regulation
of carbohydrate
metabolism

human, degu
(Octodon degus)

1988

[153]

AGel

gelsolin/GSN, mutant

peripheral nervous
system, cornea,
hereditary

regulation of actin
filament assembly

human

1990

[154]

AH

immunoglobulin G1
heavy chain

primary or myeloma-associated

immunoglobulin G1
component

human

1990

[155]

AFib

fibrinogen-α/FGA,
mutant

kidneys, primary

blood coagulation

human, marten
(Martes foina)

1993

[156]

ALys

lysozyme/LYZ, mutant

kidneys, primary

glycan hydrolase with
bactericidal features

human

1993

[157]

APro

prolactin/PRL

pituitary prolactinoma

luteotropic hormone

human

1997

[158]

ABri

Bri2/BRI2, mutant

hereditary
hypophrenia
(British type)

unknown, transmembrane

human

1999

[159]
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1

2

5

6

7

milk component

cow (mammary
glands)

1999

[160]

3

4

ACas

casein/A-S2C

AMed

lactadherin/MFGE8

senile, aorta

control of cellular
adhesion

human

1999

[161]

ADan

Bri2/BRI2, mutant

hereditary
hypophrenia
(Danish type)

unknown, transmembrane

human

2000

[162]

AKer

keratoepithelin/TGFB1

cornea, hereditary

control of cellular
adhesion

human

2000

[163]

AApoAII

apolipoprotein AII/
ApoAII, mutant

kidneys, hereditary

apolipoprotein

human, mouse

2001

[164]

ALac

lactoferrin/LTF

cornea, hereditary

glycoprotein with bactericidal and fungicidal
features

human

2002

[165]

A(tbn)b, c

Tbn/TBN

Pindborg’s tumor

unknown

human

2003

[166]

AApoAIV

apolipoprotein AIV/
ApoAIV

senile, kidney
medulla or systemic

apolipoprotein

human

2004

[167]

ASgI

semenogelin-1/SEMG1

seminal vesicles

sperm production

human

2005

[168]

ALect2

leukocytic chemotactic
factor-2/LECT-2

kidneys, primary

chemotaxis of neutrophils

human

2008

[169]

AODAM

odontogenous
ameloblast-associated
protein/ODAM

odontogenous
tumors

unknown, influences
the cell proliferation

human

2008

[170]

ACor

corneodesmosin/
CDSN, mutant

hair follicles, keratinized epithelium

desquamation of epidermis upper layers

human

2010

[171]

ASPC

surfactant-С/SP-C

lungs

pulmonary surfactant

human

2012

[172]

S100A8/A9

calgranulin-B/
S100A8/A9

prostate aging

antiinflammatory factor

human

2012

[173]

SEVI

prostate-derived acidic
phosphatase/PAP

associated with the
immunodeficiency
virus

phosphatase

human

2012

[174]

−

* The amyloid nomenclature is given in the correspondence with recommendations of the International Society of Amyloidosis [3, 4].

AMYLOIDOMICS (FROM 2000 UNTIL PRESENT)
The accumulation of experimental data on various
amyloid-forming proteins was favorable for development of
systems approaches, both theoretical and experimental, for
searching for new amyloids on the proteome level. The theoretical approaches capable of predicting amyloid features
of proteins are based on searching for a resemblance
between the amino acid sequence of a studied protein and
those of known amyloid-forming proteins. An early study in
this line was a work from Weissman’s laboratory in 2000 that
noted the enrichment with asparagine (N) and glutamine
(Q) of three known yeast infectious amyloids, prions. They
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 9 2015

compiled a list of 100 yeast proteins most enriched with
these amino acids [92]. Later, another algorithm was proposed for detecting N/Q-rich domains by searching lowest
probability sequences (LPS) [93]. This approach was optimized in our work using an original algorithm of sequence
analysis based on ranking of probabilities (SARP) [94]. The
list of 170 yeast proteins obtained using LPS includes all
known N/Q-rich yeast prions, and this indicates its efficiency. Moreover, the N/Q-rich domains of many proteins
from this list can produce amyloid-like aggregates in vivo on
their overproduction [22]. Thus, detection in the proteome
of proteins enriched with N and Q is promising for searching for new amyloids. By contrast, it is difficult to predict
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amyloids without N/Q-rich domains, but just such amyloids actually form the majority of amyloids now known.
Specific features of amino acid sequences of amyloidogenic
regions of such proteins are insufficiently studied, but some
of their features are known, in particular, their richness with
nonpolar and uncharged polar amino acids. A series of
algorithms has been developed for predicting amyloid properties in proteins not enriched with N/Q-tracts [95-97].
Unfortunately, these algorithms are mainly based on indirect data (e.g. on peptide aggregation in vitro) and cannot be
adequately used for analyzing amyloid features of full-size
proteins. Experimental detection of new amyloids will contribute to improvement of these algorithms.
Until recently, there was no experimental method for
detecting amyloidogenic proteins on the proteome level.
However, in 2013-2014 two methods of this type were
published: TAPI (Technique for Amyloid Purification
and Identification) [98], and PSIA (Proteomic Screening
and Identification of Amyloids) [99]. Both methods
include the treatment with ionic detergents and differential centrifugation for purification amyloid fractions. The
TAPI method additionally uses polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis for purification from monomeric proteins.
The PSIA method uses a modified approach for amyloid
isolation proposed in the work of Kushnirov et al. [100].
Proteins are separated by liquid chromatography with
mass spectrometry in TAPI method [98] and by twodimensional differential gel electrophoresis (2D-DIGE)
in PSIA, which provide for highly accurate comparison of
molecular compositions of two specimens [99]. It should
be noted that proteins revealed by these two methods are
only candidates for the role of amyloids, and their amyloid features need to be tested by additional experiments.
It is obvious that systems biology of amyloids, or
amyloidomics, is only at the beginning of its development. This discipline has been contributed to by both theoretical and experimental studies, but it is still unclear
what specific features of the amino acid sequence of a
protein determine its ability to form amyloids. Short
amyloidogenic fragments capable of aggregating in vitro
can be detected in many proteins using bioinformatics
[95-97], but full-length proteins in the majority of cases
are unable to aggregate in vivo. Therefore, it is now necessary to understand not what sequences are amyloidogenic, but what ones can prevent amyloidogenesis.
Undoubtedly, obtaining a large massive of experimental
data on proteins capable of forming amyloids in vivo has
to be the main condition for solving this problem, and
both TAPI and PSIA are likely to be useful.

FROM PATHOGENESIS TO FUNCTION:
PROTEIN INHERITANCE
Studies on amyloids were started because of amyloid-caused pathologies, especially in human. This was

favorable for the active development of amyloid biology
because the known pathologic amyloids in most cases
formed large inclusions convenient for histochemical
characterization and for development of biochemical
methods for isolation of amyloids as the earlier mentioned method of Pras [66]. Now more than 30 human
amyloids have been shown to be associated with different
pathologies (Table 1). Moreover, such diseases as
Huntington’s disease [101], Parkinson’s disease [102],
and tauopathies [103] are associated with an amyloid-like
aggregation of proteins huntingtin (a mutant variant with
an elongated polyglutamine tract), synuclein, and tau,
respectively. It should be noted that all amyloid-associated diseases are still incurable, and the incidence of some
of them is rather high. Thus, type II diabetes, or diabetes
mellitus associated with formation of IAPP amyloids in
the pancreas affects, by some evaluations, 400 million
people (5% of the World’s population) [104]. The neurodegenerative Alzheimer’s disease associated with amyloid β-peptide aggregation affects one of three persons
after 90 years of age [105]. Some tumors are also accompanied by amyloidogenesis of certain proteins (Table 1).
The problem of amyloidoses can become even more
urgent because many of them are age-related diseases and
thus seriously increase in the human lifetime.
As a result, during a rather long-term story of studies
on amyloids they were considered only as lethal
pathogens. Nevertheless, this paradigm was destroyed just
at the border of the XX and XXI centuries, in 2000, due to
discovery that organisms normally form some amyloids
responsible for some important functions. The first work
in this line was a demonstration of amyloid properties of
the protective proteins of the silk moth Bombyx mori
oocyte chorion [106]. This report was followed by a number of works that showed that amyloids really performed
very important functions in very different organisms,
from bacteria to human (Table 2). In particular, in
humans amyloids participate in the control of melanin
polarization [107] and the storage of many hormones
[108]. Amyloid-like features were found even in biofilms
of archaea [109]. Thus, functional amyloids seem to be
distributed in all three domains of life. It is now obvious
that amyloids can be not only pathogens, but are a widely distributed variant of functional quaternary structure of
proteins.
Studies on infectious proteins, prions, the majority
of which are amyloids, were also started by investigations
of pathologies. In 1982, Prusiner et al. identified the
prion PrPSc [89], which causes in human and other mammals lethal infectious amyloidoses including Kuru and
Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease. Later, prions were found not
only in mammals, but also in ascomycete fungi. The prion
HET-s of the ascomycete Podospora anserina was
described already in 1997 [110], but its amyloid features
were shown after 2000 [111]. This prion controls the
incompatibility of hyphae and can be considered an
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Table 2. Functional amyloids
Amyloid

Gene
or protein

Amyloid function

Hydrophobins

SC3, etc.

overcoming the water surface tension by aerial
hyphae

functional in the amyloid
conformation

embryo protection

А-class
of chorionic
proteins

cA

Curli

CsgA

CPEB

nCPEB

Chaplins

Microcin E492

ChpC,
ChpE, etc.
Mcc

Year

Reference

basidiomycetes
Schizophyllum
commune, etc.

2000

[175]

functional in the amyloid
conformation

silk moth Bombyx
mori

2000

[106]

formation of biofilms,
adherence to surface

formation of fimbriae,
functional in the amyloid
conformation

bacterium
Escherichia coli, etc.

2002

[176]

control of the long-term
memory

RNA-binding

mollusk Aplysia californica

2003

[177]

overcoming the water surface tension by aerial
hyphae

functional in the amyloid
conformation

bacterium
Streptomyces coelicolor

2003

[178]

toxin storage

bacterial toxin

bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae

2005

[179]

Function of structural
protein normally

Species

Pmel17

Pmel17

template for melanin
polymerization

functional in the amyloid
conformation

human

2006

[107]

Harpins

HpaG

hypersensitivity reaction
in plants

functional in the amyloid
conformation

Xanthamonas
axonopodis

2007

[180]

MTP

MTP

formation of biofilms,
binding human proteins

functional in the amyloid
conformation

bacterium
Mycobacterium
tuberculosis

2007

[181]

Phenolsoluble
modulins

PSM

formation of biofilms

formation of pores in the
phagolysoma membrane
for bacteria leaving for the
cytosol, etc.

bacterium
Staphylococcus
aureus

2007

[182]

endocrine system hormones

human

2009

[108]

Peptide
hormones

GLP-2, VIP, hormone storage in secreetc.
tory granules

FapC

FapC

formation of biofilms

functional in the amyloid
conformation

bacteria
Pseudomonas sp.

2010

[183]

TasA

TasA

formation of biofilms

bacterial toxin

bacterium Bacillus
subtilis

2010

[184]

Orb2

Orb2

control of memory

RNA-binding

Drosophila
melanogaster

2012

[185]

Listeriolysin

LLO

inactivation of listeriolysin
after the bacteria leaving
for the host's cytosol

formation of pores in the
phagolysoma membrane
for bacteria leaving for the
cytosol

bacterium Listeria
monocytogenes

2012

[186]

Anionic
dermaseptin

aDrs

unclear, possibly a storage

peptide from the skin
gland secret

frog Pachymedusa
dacnicolor

2012

[187]

RIP1/RIP3

RIP1/RIP3

regulation of necrosis

kinases in the programmed
necrosis cascade

human

2012

[188]

Amyloids of
the acrosomal
template

CST3,
LYZ2, etc.

formation of acrosomal
template

various functions

mouse

2014

[189]
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infectious functional amyloid. For the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, many prions have been
described, which in the majority of cases are not pathogenic and in some cases even can be called functional
(Table 3). More exactly, the “prion” concept is beyond
the framework of the concept “amyloid”: not all prions
form amyloids, and not all amyloids are prions.
Just the identification of some cytoplasmic hereditary factors as prions in the yeast S. cerevisiae [112, 113]
promoted the creation of the concept of protein inheritance based on the idea of conformational or spatial templates [114, 115]. The template principle was first proposed in 1928 by N. K. Koltsov for explaining chromosome replication [116] and later was applied by F. Crick to
transcription and translation as the central dogma of
molecular biology [117, 118]. The template principle of
Koltsov–Crick described the replication of the linear
sequence of biological macromolecules – linear templates, or type I templates.
Conformational, or spatial, (type II) templates characterize the ability of some proteins to act as templates for
the spatial stacking of homological or heterological
polypeptide chains. However, this statement does not
implicate the ability of the protein to replicate their primary structure and does not contradict the general ideas
about the synthesis of polypeptide chains on ribosomes
directed by mRNAs of the corresponding structural
genes. The real existence of type II template processes
(TP II) is based on the so-called “protein transformation” in the yeast S. cerevisiae. Thus, protein extracts of
cells carrying the prion [PSI +] transfer the corresponding
phenotypical trait (the ability for omnipotent nonsensesuppression) to the cells [psi −]. Moreover, a replication of
the prion [PSI +] was shown in vitro with subsequent
introduction of prion fibrils into cells through transformation [119-121]. As half-mockingly noted G. Fink,
molecular biology history could be quite another if protein transformation had been discovered earlier than the
DNA-mediated transformation [122].
Universal features of type I template processes (TP I)
are their ambiguity (“errors” of replication) which are
compensated by repair or correction [123, 124]. The balance between ambiguity and correction is expressed in the
optimization of the accuracy of TP I during their evolution. All three TP I (replication, transcription, translation) have three stages (initiation, elongation, termination) that are affected by ambiguity, the level of which is
optimized by the correction processes.
Are these characteristics of TP I also inherent in TP
II? Stages of initiation and elongation have been
described for TP II. Initiation, or nucleation, is a spatial
rearrangement of a precursor protein of prion or amyloid
without changes in its primary structure, and the subsequent joining to it of a molecule (molecules) of the same
(or another) protein. During the joining, this protein is
spatially transformed in the image of the primer protein

molecule, which is in the amyloid conformation. Then
the protofilament is elongated due to joining and amyloid
conversion of new molecules of the corresponding protein. It is still unclear whether a specific termination stage
of this process really exists. At least in the case of prions,
the termination can be represented by cleavage of a fibril
with specific chaperones – disaggregases, e.g. Hsp104, as
shown for the yeast prion [PSI +] [125-127]. This results
in production of oligomers – fragments or “seeds” of a
prion, which serve for elongation of new fibrils in the
daughter cells. Other chaperones are also involved in this
process [128], but their role in prion “multiplication” in
not completely clear.
The ambiguity of TP II is also manifested by presence of the so-called prion strains consisting of a protein
with the same primary structure but different in physicochemical features and phenotypic characteristics [129131]. Different pH-dependent conformational rearrangements of the amyloid β-peptide precursor protein can
also exist [132, 133]. Whether such ambiguity is associated only with the initiation stage or also with the elongation stage of TP II is now under study on the prion [PSI+]
model [134]. It is not yet established whether a correction
mechanism exists during amyloidogenesis. However, the
participation of chaperones makes correction probable.
It can be supposed that amyloids and/or prions are
likely to form network (or networks), which can be called
“amyloidome” as a part of proteome. These ideas are
consequences of the works of I. L. Derkatch et al. who
showed the interaction of prions [PSI +] and [PIN +] in S.
cerevisiae [135, 136] and postulated the existence of such
prion or amyloid networks in the cell. This is confirmed
by data on the interaction of different mammalian amyloids, mainly under in vitro conditions, as well as on the
influence of yeast prions on the frequency of their mutual induction [137]. It must also be taken into account that
β-sheets potentially responsible for amyloid formation
and aggregation are present in many proteins but remain
disguised in their tertiary structure. β-Sheets are usually
flanked with specific amino acid residues (gatekeepers)
preventing their aggregation and participation in amyloidogenesis [138]. Nevertheless, the inner β-structures of
proteins can be exposed sporadically (more often at
mature age). As C. Dobson thinks, this can lead to
appearance of nonspecific amyloidoses [139, 140], or we
suppose that this can be a manner of involving into amyloid structure of “usual” proteins unable to undergo amyloidogenesis.
TP I and TP II are realized with mutual dependence.
Thus, the TP I ambiguity differently influences the structure of proteins and, hence, TP II. Potential mobility of
prionogenic regions was many times demonstrated experimentally: the fusion of the prionogenic region of protein
Sup35 with a “usual” protein made it capable to form
prion [141, 142]. Such translocation of prionogenic
regions could be possible (however, not detected up to
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Table 3. Prions
Prion

Protein/gene

Prionization effect

Function of structural
protein

Species

Year

Reference

PrPSc

PrP/PRNP

neurodegenerative amyloidoses

unknown function,
extracellular receptor

human, mammals

1982

[89]

[URE3]

Ure2/URE2

preferential consumption
of poor nitrogen sources

repressor of nitrogen
catabolism

S. cerevisiae

1994

[112, 190]

[PSI+]

Sup35/SUP35

decreasing the efficiency
of translation termination

translation termination
factor eRF3

S. cerevisiae

1995

[113, 191]

[Het-s]

HET-s/het-s

control of hyphae incompatibility

functions in the amyloid
conformation

S. cerevisiae

1997

[110]

[PIN+]

Rnq1/RNQ1

increasing the induction
frequency of some prions

unknown, influences
sporulation

S. cerevisiae

2001

[136]

[β]*

Prb1/PRB1

disorders in the protein
degradation on nitrogen
starvation

vacuolar proteinase

S. cerevisiae

2003

[192]

[SWI+]

Swi1/SWI1

growth decrease on media chromatin regulator
with some carbon sources

S. cerevisiae

2008

[193]

[OCT+]

Cyc8/CYC8

increasing the iso-2cytochrome с production

transcription repressor

S. cerevisiae

2009

[194]

[MOT3+]

Mot3/MOT3

control of multicellularity
and of anaerobic metabolism genes

transcription factor

S. cerevisiae

2009

[22]

[GAR+]*

Pma1,
Std1/PMA1,
STD1

glycerol consumption in
the glucosamine presence

Pma1 − protonic pump;
Std1 − unknown

S. cerevisiae

2009

[195]

[ISP+]*

Sfp1/SFP1

antisuppression of some
nonsense-mutations

transcription factor

S. cerevisiae

2010

[196]

[NSI+]**

Unknown

nonsense-suppression,
growth defects, changes
in some gene RNAs

unknown, influences the
amount of some gene
RNAs

S. cerevisiae

2010

[197–200]

[MOD+]

Mod5/MOD5

resistance to fungicides

biosynthesis of isopentyladenosine

S. cerevisiae

2012

[201]

* The relation with amyloidogenesis is not established.
** Prion-like factor.

now) due to chromosome rearrangements providing evolution of amyloidome. This could also occur in the case of
regions responsible for formation of noninfectious amyloids. It seems that infectious and noninfectious amyloids
have more features in common than generally believed
[143].
Some examples of the influence of TP II on TP I are
known, in particular, in cases of prionization of translation and transcription factors (Table 3) that lead to
changes in the expression of many genes. Nonrandom
changes in the expression (transcription) of 314 genes are
shown in Alzheimer’s disease [144], but this effect can be
due not only to aggregation of the Aβ peptide, but also by
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 9 2015

other causes. The chromosome disjunction frequency in
somatic cells is increased in Alzheimer’s disease [145].
Undoubtedly, examples of pleotropic manifestations of
amyloidoses will increase.
Thus, it becomes more obvious that amyloid structures initially described as pathologic are widely distributed and can present functional variants of the quaternary
structure of proteins. Moreover, the data obtained show
the existence of prion and amyloid networks with structure and dynamics provided for by conformational templates. These networks and their biological role are now
under study using new methods of theoretical and experimental amyloidomics.
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